Product Overview
Commercient SYNCs over 65 systems, including Sage,
QuickBooks, Acumatica, Epicor, SAP, SYSPRO and many others,
with CRM systems such as Salesforce and Dynamics 365. Our
app integrations are implemented by us and don’t require ETL,
mapping, or coding, which reduces integration costs by up to
80% for the client , and eliminates your need to learn and
manage a custom ETL integration.

What is your role?
Your role is to use the data inside the CRM when it is synced to achieve your client’s objectives. Leave the
integration up to us and concentrate on what you do best, implementation and development.

You Do the CRM Implementation

Where is the data synced into the CRM?
Commercient syncs ERP data into CRM standard and
custom objects/entities. The objects are related to one
another, and to standard objects such as Accounts,
Contacts, Products. The custom objects comprise
Invoices, Invoice details, Sales Order Header, and Sales
Order Details, Payments, Inventory Availability,
Quotations, RMA, Serials, Lots, BOMs, GL, GL Journals,
Purchase Order Header, Purchase Order Detail, AR
Customer records, AP Supplier records, as well as merged datasets from multiple ERP companies when
needed. ERP systems can have hundreds or thousands of fields in each record. Commercient sync all of
the fields in the ERP records. Commercient's Apps are licensed under an LMP (Licensed Managed
Package) designation in Salesforce whereby the Commercient field, object, tab, and App counts (among
other limits) in Group, Essentials, Professional, and Enterprise are not counted towards limits. The API
license is made available for Commercient to use at no charge in Professional, as well as in Group and
Essentials (where the API is usually not available at all). API usage limits in a 24hr period still apply as per
usual. It is useful to have access to a business user at your client site who can help you understand the
ERP data that will sync to the CRM.

Get Onboarded with Commercient
It is essential that you attend onboarding. You will
see how the Commercient Sync works and you will
learn how to access the Commercient Helpdesk
system. This is useful to you in order to reinforce your
understanding of the project Phases, and the
Contract the customer has signed including the
Cover Letter which defines Commercient’s scope,
what Commercient and the customer will be
performing, as well as to raise tickets about the
resulting Synced data.

Now let’s talk specifics
Assuming that Commercient Phase 1 Sync has been completed by Commercient and the Customer’s
ERP/IT administrator, now it’s over to the CRM implementation team(you).
You will want to first of all understand the data we have synced. This is done in a review session at the end
of Phase 1 with the customer which takes no longer than 1hr. We call this a layout training session where we
show the customer the layout of the ERP data in their CRM system. This is strictly limited to showing the
customer the ERP data and how to change whether an ERP field is, or isn’t displayed; the intention of this
training is to show a complete Commercient SYNC. You will still be required to perform CRM layouts for
other objects as you have planned in your standard CRM implementation plans. You will find it much
simpler when the customer attends your implementation project meetings with their ERP and Accounting
data available for discussion on the screen. You will both benefit from each other’s knowledge: the
customer’s business knowledge reflected in the ERP objects, your knowledge of how to use the objects and
data to implement a business functionality within CRM.

Commercient’s Helpdesk provides you with articles on common topics, many of which you are
probably familiar with as a CRM consultant:
• How to copy by reference, or remap fields. When to use a Formula Field vs a field updated by a
Workflow or Trigger or Process Builder. This article is useful when you have a field on one object which
you want mapped to another object. Remember you can always ask Commercient to map a field from
object to object as specified in the contract’s source and destination object mappings.
• Dashboards and Reporting. Useful for creating CRM reports when you are not familiar with what an
ERP system has within it. This is also crucial to review because with ERP systems, not all data originates
in CRM Opportunities, Orders.
• Screen Layouts and New Record Entry Screens. Important article to read when you are trying to map a
field for which you need to use for both visibility as well as for data entry when adding a new record.
• Always Consider the two-way sync (i.e. How will Phase 1 and Phase 2 inter-operate and work together).
• Creating New Records (e.g. Create additional Accounts from multi-ship to records)
• Manipulating Strings and Calculating Mathematical Formulas with Data

If you have questions about the SYNC you should log into the Commercient Helpdesk where you can
create a ticket and search knowledge articles. Commercient will respond within 48 hours. If you need more
information about your client’s ERP data you should ask your client for expert advice from their inhouse
ERP expert, their ERP consulting firm, or from the ERP company itself. We are here to help guide you and
to enable you to successfully support your client.

